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Manufacturers, architects and construction companies rely on electrical engineering cost assessments to determine the electrical cost of new and existing buildings or structures. Electrical engineering cost discretionary study drawings to estimate the number of electrical components and the amount of wiring needed for projects. They then
use computer software and mathematical models to calculate electricity costs. Their pay can vary significantly by state or district. The average annual salary for an electrical engineering cost translator was $67,000 in 2013, according to the construction site Simply Hired. The minimum educational requirement for this job is a bachelor's
degree in engineering or a related major. Some employers may also prefer to hire those who have one or more years of experience in electrical engineering cost overtime. Other essential skills for the job include attention to detail and physical endurance and analytical, communication, resource management, critical thinking and problem
solving skills. In 2013, average salaries for electrical engineering varied cost estimates the most in the South, according to Simply Hired, where they did the most in Washington, D.C., and the least in Mississippi - $106,000 and $52,000, respectively. Those in the Midwest earned $52,000 to $71,000 a year in South Dakota and Minnesota,
respectively. Electrical engineering cost estimates earned $54,000 to $76,000 in Montana and California, respectively, which represented the lowest and highest pay in the West. In the Northeast, they made the least in Maine and most in Massachusetts at $60,000 and $81,000, respectively. While Simply Hired reported salaries of $67,000
for electrical engineering cost estimators in 2013, all cost estimators earned average salaries of $63,080 in May 2012, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Electrical engineering cost assessments can earn more than other cost estimates because more technical skills are needed to assess electrical costs. In addition to estimating
electrical costs, some cost estimators donkeys the cost of raw materials and labor. Cost estimates' wages were highest in the oil and gas extraction industry, at $93,240. Those who worked in nonresidential construction made an average of $69,930 annually. By comparison, electrical engineers earned average annual salaries of $91,810,
according to 2012 BLS data. The BLS estimates a 37 percent increase in employment for cost estimates, including electrical engineering cost estimates, between 2010 and 2020, which is nearly three times the national rate of 14 percent. Job gains in the construction sector, especially for bridges, subways, roads and airports, are likely to
create the most jobs for cost assessments, including those estimating electrical costs. By Dustin NelsonPublished on 5/15/2019 at 9:06 PMUtilities are both excellent and It's obviously great to have gas for the stove and electricity for, well, yes, yes, charge your phone and watch at night. But they always hide right out of sight when you
think about your mortgage or rent. What you pay for electricity varies not only on how much you spend, but where you live. The second part is probably not something you pay a whole lot of attention to unless you move to a new state. A new set of cards from HowMuch.net reveals how much costs can vary from state to state, and it may
be more than you'd think. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) says the average household will use 12.70 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity. But there are states where costs are more than double. So HowMuch.net took data from the EIA to create a trio of maps that look at the centers per KWh in residential,
commercial and industrial areas for each state. The states that pay the most in housing costs are Hawaii (32.09), Rhode Island (22.67), Massachusetts (22.57), Alaska (21.74), and Connecticut (21.56). At the other end of the spectrum you have Missouri (9.28), North Dakota (9.16), Arkansas (9.03), Louisiana (8.84) and Oklahoma (8.80).
Take a look below to see how the rates of industrial and commercial space stack up. Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email and subscribe here for our YouTube channel to get your fix of the best in food/drink/fun. Dustin Nelson is a Senior Staff Writer on the news team at Thrillist. Follow him @dlukenelson. Displays 1-20 of 29 products
Buildertrend Buildertrend is a construction management system for home builders, remodelers, specialty contractors, and general contractors. This solution combines project planning, project management, financial management, customer management... Read moreRecent recommendations: 253 recommendations Learn more Esticom
Esticom is a cloud-based build-start and estimation platform that helps contractors manage construction projects with real-time access to labor, pricing, plans and material database. Primarily catering to trades such as electric,... Read moreRecent recommendations: 119 recommendations Learn more ConEst IntelliBid Conest IntelliBid is a
job cost assessment system designed specifically for commercial, industrial and private electrical contractors. At its core, IntelliBid is a bidding management and cost estimation system that helps contractors... Read moreRecent recommendations: 50 recommendationsDeployments: CloudOn prerequisite Learn more TurboBid Estimating
TurboBid is an on-premise estimation software solution for small and medium-sized contractors designed to help them complete project estimates, regardless of what type of work, whether it's new housing, light commercial, remodeling,... Read moreRecent recommendations: 34 recommendations Learn more Electrical Bid Manager
Electrical Bid Manager Enterprise is the offer from Vision InfoSoft that meets the bid management needs of commercial and private electrical contractors. The software includes features such as conversion On-screen... Read moreRecent recommendations: 28 recommendationsBIM 360 BIM 360 is a cloud-based project management
solution for businesses of all sizes. It offers collaboration and communication tools, task management and file sharing. Users can interact with models and drawings from a web... Read morePlanHub PlanHub is a cloud-based design management solution for general contractors and subcontractors. The solution allows contractors to post
projects, send bid invitations, share information with subcontractors and manage multiple teams... Read moreAroFlo AroFlo is a cloud-based job management solution that helps businesses automate the lifecycle of job management. It is suitable for companies of all sizes in industries such as electrical, HVAC, safety, construction, data
networks ... Read moreEasy Price Pro Easy Price Pro, designed in 1990 by a professional homebuilder, is a complete suite of applications created specifically for residential contractors. This package includes service management, accounting, project management, estimation, bid... Read moreDeployments: CloudOn premiseViewpoint
Estimation (formerly known as Maxwell Estimation) specializes in generating estimates and starts for residential and commercial HVAC, mechanical, plumbing, and electrical companies. It includes trade-specific estimation features... Read moreDeployments: CloudOn premiseRoots Roots is a cloud-based construction management
solution designed for ordinary contractors, government contractors and subcontractors of all sizes. It helps estimate and work procurement, project management, accounting, progress ... Read moreMethvin Methvin Estimating, a cloud-based design assessment solution that caters to companies such as civilian and ordinary contractors
and builders. Key features such as the estimation tool, start tool, and project management tools provide... Read moreIstimator360 Estimator360 is a cloud-based platform for estimating and managing constructions. It is suitable for small construction companies and contractors with a focus on housing projects. The software performs
building calculations and... Read moreRed Rhino Red Rhino is unique among electrical suppliers by offering web-based estimation technology to small businesses. The system is cheaply priced compared to its competitors, making it popular for homes or small contractors. Read moreJobFLEX JobFLEX is a web-based application that
helps with electrical estimation needs. The system also allows users to create on-site quotes, manage sales and help their business become more sustainable by going electronic. Read moreBest Estimate Pro Electrical Contractors seeking an affordable, mobile estimation solution should consider Best Estimate Pro. It is suitable for
commercial, industrial and residential contractors and offers a low monthly subscription pricing model. Read moreDeployments: CloudOn Premise What Is estimation Software? Electrical estimation estimation is a tool that helps professionals accurately assess the manpower, materials and difficulties of each job. These systems typically
contain databases for thousands of items to make quotes and guidance for electrical jobs. A general estimation system, such as those covered by our top design assessment and startup software comparison guide, will suffice for contractors developing high-level estimates across multiple divisions. However, when the estimator drills down
into the details of electrical work, they will need a much more specific system to ensure that they have chosen the best electrical installation system for their needs. Bite summary screenshot in McCormick estimation software There are about a dozen top-rated vendors that exist to serve this market. Shoppers should carefully scrutinize
vendors that offer free electrical estimator software. Here's What We'll Cover: What Is Electrical Estimation Software? Common features of Electrical Estimation SoftwareRelated Applications Common features in Electrical Estimating Software Item database Electrical bidding programs should include a large database of items (~100,000)
typically used by contractors. Generic systems will typically offer far fewer electricity-specific records (and many more not relevant records) that require the estimator to create their own database. Assemblies Pre-built assemblies will save the low voltage estimator a lot of time. The electrical contracting software should offer tens of
thousands of assemblies and these assemblies should be adapted so that the user can define their own modified assemblies. Difficulty selectors Industry-specific solutions will include difficulty voters, so that the estimator can charge different rates for work depending on how difficult they think the job will be. This electrical estimation guide
should be available at either the job level or the task level. Electrical-specific pricing service There are more than 100,000 different items at price across many distributors in each region. Electric estimators will find their item cost database to be much more accurate if integrated into a specific pricing service such as EPIC, NetPricer or Tra-
Ser. Formulas Electricity-related work requires a completely different set of formulas than other divisions. An estimate technology tool should calculate runs, voltage drops, loads, fault currents and counters for wires, boxes and wires, among other functions. NEC tables Systems must build in national electrical code tables (NEC) that
automatically reconfigure the job to meet the requirements when a change is made. For example, a cable change requires Symbol Recognition If the estimator plans to use a digital startup system with their electrical estimation tools, the system must offer symbol recognition. This feature automatically recognizes symbols for electrical work
schedules and corresponds to the symbol with elements in the Lighting design The best vendors offer with the ability to assess lighting requirements based on a room's dimensions and paint colors. This advanced feature will be appreciated by design/build contractors. Related applications As those in the industry know, electrical
installation planning and estimation is no simple task. Leading vendors offer additional applications when the basic offer is not enough. Below we describe applications commonly used in conjunction with commercial or residential electrical estimation software. The best electrical estimation system will offer at least one of these. Shoppers
should evaluate vendors side by side - be that Accubid vs. ConEst, Accubid vs. Vision or other deals. Time and material billing It makes sense for estimates and billing to bind together in the system. When contractors charge on a time and material basis, the estimate serves as a starting point for tracking these costs throughout the job. As
a result, many systems will also offer time and materials billing capabilities. Project management companies must manage detailed project plans, track job costs against their original estimate, and ensure that they respond correctly to and track all job documents, such as job documents. There is a logical integration point between cost and
project management solutions. Bid Management Bid management applications will enable the electrical contracting company to better organize, track and analyze their bid activity. Features include historical bid tracking, a bid calendar, and the processing of bid documents. This electrical estimation app differs from the bid management
systems used by ordinary contractors or building owners to request bids. Bid.
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